
When the dark night slowly gives way to day, the sky shimmers in the most 

beautiful colors and other guests are only slowly opening their eyes, you are 

already standing on the summit and watching the sun rise behind the imposing 

summits of the Three Peaks. On this unique Sunrise experience, you will have the 

opportunity to witness the most beautiful sunrise in the Dolomites from one of the 

locals' favorite spots. 

Sunrise experience with a spectacular view of the Three Peaks 
Sunrise Hike: From the Plätzwiese plateau to the Strudelkopf
mountain

The sunrise tour starts accordingly early. You will start still in the darkness of the night to admire this 

unique natural spectacle from the Strudelkopf. You will be picked up at the hotel in a comfortable 

Executive Van and drive to the Plätzwiese plateau, located at about 2,000 m above sea level in the Fanes-

Sennes-Braies Nature Park. From there, equipped with a headlamp, warm clothes and full of anticipation 

of the natural spectacle, you will start the short hike led by your guide. The tiredness that you may still 

feel inside you fades with every step. 

A unique experience: Sunrise tour

Just in time for dawn, shortly before sunrise, you will reach the summit and the homecoming cross at 

2,300 m. While you eagerly await the sunrise, the sky already turns into the most beautiful colors. Not 

only the sunrise itself, but also the ever-increasing light that illuminates the mountain world gives the hike 

a very special atmosphere. The horizon changes color, pink, yellow, red, orange and bathes the sky in 

brilliant morning light. 

Private Experience

Highlights
A real highlight experience: sunrise on the 
Strudelkopf mountain.

The breathtaking view of rising sun behind the 
Three Peaks

Delicious breakfast in a rustic alpine hut
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Sunrise with a unique view on the Three Peaks

Finally, the time has come: the sun slowly emerges from behind the Three Peaks as a glaring ball of fire and a new day dawns. You 

experience a feeling of happiness unlike any other. With a view of the Dolomite peaks illuminated by the first sunlight, you enjoy a 

freshly brewed espresso or a hot tea and start this new day filled with energy.

The most famous Dolomite peaks in the morning light

A unique, special moment that is worth consciously savoring and enjoying - including the dreamlike all-round view of the Dolomite 

peaks: Hohe Gaisl, Seekofel, Monte Cristallo, the Cadini Group, Tofana, Marmolada and the world-famous north faces of the Three 

Peaks. Your personal guide knows all the peaks that surround you and will tell you exciting stories and anecdotes of the area. 

Delicious alpine breakfast

After these great moments, you will make your way back. Halfway, a rustic alpine hut awaits you, where you will enjoy a traditional alpine 

breakfast with local products. Afterwards you hike back to the starting point, where your driver is already awaiting you.

Regional specialties

Whether scenic or culinary: the Braies Valley has not only unique natural sites to offer for connoisseurs, but also culinary delights. On the 

way back you will have the opportunity to taste typical, locally produced specialties such as jam and cheese and also to purchase them 

for enjoyment at home. Afterwards, your personal driver will take you back to your hotel.

Price information at the reception. 
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